
I Intro. (Oct. 26, 2008) 

 Here we find two sources of confidence 

(1Jn. 3:19-20). Confidence leads to answered 

prayer because of obedient living (3:21-22). 

Obedient believers abide in Jesus and He abides in 

them (3:23-24). 

 

II Obedience, Confidence, and Abiding in Him 

(1Jn. 3:19-24) 

 A. Two sources of confidence (3:19-20) 

  1. (vs. 19) Knowledge that we are 

where we need to be is probably based on what 

goes before, loving in deed and in truth: “We shall 

know by this that we are of the truth, and shall 

assure our heart before Him” (ªKai;º ejn [“of 

place…to denote the object to which someth. 

happens or in which someth. shows itself, or by 

which someth. is recognized: to, by, 

etc…ginwvskein e[n tini know or recognize by 

someone or someth.”
1
] touvtw/ [“subst…In 

particular, the neut. is use…w. ref. to what 

precedes…Freq. w. preposition…ejn touvtw/…by 

this”
2
] gnwsovmeqa o{ti ejk th'" ajlhqeiva" [“truth 

{opp. yeu'do"}…esp. of the content of Christianity 

as the absolute truth… jA. is a favorite word of the 

Joh. lit., and plays a great role in it…is of the 

truth”
3
] ejsmevn kai; [“connective and. As such it 

serves…to connect clauses and sentences…to 

introduce a result, which comes fr. what precedes: 

and then, and so”
4
] e[mprosqen [“used as prep. w. 

gen. {s. on ajnav, beg.} in front of, before…before, 

in the presence of…Esp. of appearing before a 

judge…also before the divine judge…But the 

judicial element is not decisive in all the pass. in 

which men stand or come e[. tou' qeou' 
”

5
] aujtou' peivsomen [“peivqw th;n kardivan: {an 

idiom, literally ‘to convince the heart’} to exhibit 

confidence and assurance in a situation which 

might otherwise cause dismay or fear - ‘to be 

confident, to be assured.’…‘and we will be 

confident in his presence’”
6
; “act., except for 2 

perf. and plpf…conciliate, pacify, set at ease or 
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rest”
7
; “to persuade, is rendered ‘assure’ in 1 John 

3:19 {marg., ‘persuade’}, where the meaning is 

that of confidence toward God consequent upon 

loving in deed and in truth.”
8
; “the text is 

uncertain, and one must ask whether ‘by this’ has 

a forward or backward reference. The thought is 

undoubtedly that of reassurance, and the reason is 

probably given in vv. 20-21, namely, that we have 

confidence in God whether our hearts condemn us 

or not.”
9
; “{…either we shall persuade our heart or 

shall assure our heart} because God understands 

us.”
10

] th;n kardivan [“heart as seat of physical, 

spiritual and mental life…fig. extension of ‘heart’ 

as an organ of the body…a mng. not found in our 

lit…as the center and source of physical life…of 

the emotions, wishes, desires…Of sensitivity 

about doing what is right”
11

] hJmw'n). 

 The expression “by this (ejn touvtw/)” can 

point either forward or backward. So when John 

said that we could “know by this” he was referring 

to the previous section in which he informed us of 

the ultimate ground of knowledge that God loves 

us, and that is that Jesus laid down His life for us. 

The implication for us is that we should “lay down 

our lives for the brethren” (vs. 16). The brother of 

some means who does not meet the evident needs 

of his brother in Christ is not controlled by the 

dynamic of love for God (vs. 17). Consequently 

believers’ love is not to be talk but action (vs. 18). 

If we are acting accordingly, then “by this” action, 

“we shall know (gnwsovmeqa)…that we are of the 

truth (ejk th'" ajlhqeiva", ‘esp. of the content of 

Christianity as the absolute truth’
12

).” The obvious 

reference is to a lifestyle, a way of life. It is not a 

reference to the issue of assurance of salvation. It 

is rather a reference to the knowledge of whether 

or not we are walking with the Lord, whether or 

not we are abiding in Him. If we are indeed taking 

the principles of God’s word and applying them 

faithfully in our lives, if we are abiding in Him 

and loving our brothers and sisters in Christ in 

practical ways, then “we are of the truth.” 

Otherwise we are not. 
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 Moreover, we have another benefit from 

loving our brothers and sisters in Christ in 

practical ways, and that is that by such action we, 

“shall assure (peivsomen)” or persuade “our heart 

(kardivan, with individual hearts viewed 

corporately as a single whole, as it were) before 

Him (e[mprosqen aujtou').” “Heart” here is very 

close in meaning to conscience, referring to 

“sensitivity about doing what is right.”
13

 In the 

immediate context, the “heart” problem seems to 

be that, no matter how well the believer does in 

loving his brother in Christ, it might seem 

woefully inadequate as compared to the perfection 

of the infinite love of God shown to us in Christ 

laying down His life for us. But the reality is that 

as we abide in Christ, we actually do love our 

brothers in deed and truth. As we look to those 

facts, we can “assure” or persuade our hearts (“an 

idiom, [meaning] literally ‘to convince the 

heart’”
14

) that our love is real, though imperfect at 

best, and that God recognizes it as real. “Before 

Him” means “in the opinion of, in the judgment 

of”
15

 of God. So our persuaded or convinced heart, 

now put at peace, can “exhibit confidence and 

assurance in a situation which might otherwise 

cause dismay or fear.”
16

 Anytime a believer has a 

sense of inadequacy in carrying out the will of 

God, and is troubled by it, as is the case here, he 

must remember that it is, “Not that we are 

adequate in ourselves to consider anything as 

coming from ourselves, but our adequacy is from 

God, who also made us adequate as servants of a 

new covenant” (2Cor. 3:3), to do whatever God 

would have us do in any context. 

  2. (vs. 20) Even our own 

condemning heart show not be permitted to 

discourage us: “in whatever our heart condemns 

us; for God is greater than our heart, and knows all 

things” (o{ti eja;n [“A construction like oJti 
ajn…whatever”

17
] kataginwvskh/ [“to judge 

something to be bad - ‘to condemn.’…‘if our 

hearts condemn us’ or ‘if our hearts say to us that 
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we have done wrong’”
18

; “condemn, 

convict…tinov" someone or 

someth…k. hJmw'n hJ kardiva”
19

; “to know 

something against {kata, against, ginoµskoµ, to know 

by experience}, hence, to think ill of, to condemn, 

is said, in Gal. 2:11, of Peter’s conduct {R.V., 

‘stood condemned’}, he being self–condemned as 

the result of an exercised and enlightened 

conscience, and condemned in the sight of others; 

so of self–condemnation due to an exercise of 

heart”
20

; “Condemnatory self-knowledge is the 

point”
21

] hJmw'n hJ kardiva [“the seat of moral 

nature and spiritual 

life…conscience”
22

] o{ti meivzwn [“fig…of rank 

and dignity…of pers.; of God and other divinities 

qeov"…Comp. meivzwn greater of 

God”
23

] ejsti;n oJ qeo;" th'" kardiva" [“heart as 

the seat of physical, spiritual and mental life…as 

center and source of the whole inner life, w. its 

thinking, feeling, and volition…in the case of the 

natural man as well as the redeemed man…of the 

emotions, wishes, desires…Of the feeling for good 

and evil, someth. like 

conscience”
24

] hJmw'n kai; ginwvskei [“have come 

to know, know…w. acc…of the thing…pavnta”
25

; 

“God’s omniscience is linked with his love and 

sympathy. God knows every secret in our 

hearts.”
26

] pavnta). 

 The grammar is difficult here for all 

interpreters, and the translation that we have 

reflects one valid point of view. But, as we 

implied above, the Greek word translated “assure” 

might better be translated, “persuade.” When 

followed by a Greek word (o{ti) that often means 

“for” or “because,” here it should be understood as 

simply, “that.” Here two “that’s” follow, the 

second being resumptive of the first. Hodges says, 

“The most natural way to take the second hoti is as 

resumptive of the first one, but in that case hoti in 
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both instances is not a causal conjunction meaning 

‘for’ or ‘because.’ Even if the second hoti is left 

out in English, the first hoti ought to be taken in 

the sense of ‘that,’ which is its common meaning 

after the verb for ‘assure’ (verse 19; Greek: 

peisomai; followed by hoti = ‘that’ in Romans 

8:38; 15:14; 2 Corinthians 2:3; Galatians 5:10; 

etc.).’”
27

 What does all this mean? We suggest the 

following translation beginning with 1Jn. 3:19b-

20a, “We shall know by this that we are of the 

truth, and shall persuade our heart before Him, that 

if our heart condemns us, that God is greater than 

our heart, and knows all things.” Of course, 

leaving out the second “that,” the text reads, “We 

shall know by this that we are of the truth, and 

shall persuade our heart before Him, that if our 

heart condemns us, God is greater than our heart, 

and knows all things.” 

 So in 19a we know that we are of the truth 

because of the fact that we love in deed and in 

truth. And in 19b-20, our unsettled heart is 

persuaded before God Himself, that if “our heart 

condemns (kataginwvskh/) us, that God is greater 

than our heart and knows all things.” The idea in 

the expression “our heart condemns us” is to be 

“self–condemned as the result of an exercised and 

enlightened conscience.”
28

 This was the case with 

Peter in Gal. 2:11, where Paul confronted him 

about inconsistency in his life. There Paul wrote, 

“But when Cephas came to Antioch, I opposed 

him to his face, because he stood condemned.” I 

suspect that the text is saying that Peter knew that 

he was wrong, before Paul confronted him, 

through “condemnatory self-knowledge.”
29

 But as 

with the conscience, so also with the heart (if 

indeed there is a difference here), it is not always 

correct in its condemnatory action. So the “self–

condemnation due to an exercise of heart”
30

 here 

is to be disregarded as contrary to the facts in light 

of the greatness of God, namely, that He infinitely 

exceeds the magnitude of our erroneously 

condemning heart, and the knowledge of God, 

which is infinite, that is, He “knows all things.” So 

the believer “can remind himself that God takes 

account of those things which at the moment his 
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heart ignores. If he has been engaged in the kind of 

practical acts of love which John enjoined, his 

guilt-ridden heart can be persuaded by realizing 

that God is well aware of his fundamental 

commitment to the truth. The passage clearly 

recalls Peter’s response to the Lord’s final query, 

‘Do you love Me?’ Peter replied, ‘Lord, You know 

all things; You know that I love You’ (John 

21:17).”
31

  

 So we can know that we are of the truth by 

looking at the fact of our loving the brethren in 

action. We can further persuade our condemning 

hearts before Him on the ground of the infinite 

greatness of God and the infinite knowledge of 

God, who is well aware of the facts of our service. 

In effect God says to our condemning heart, 

“Overruled in light of the facts of the case.” The 

heart has no choice at the point but to accept 

defeat, and to sit down and be silent—and this 

because it has been persuaded and therefore 

ultimately assured as well. 

 B. Confidence leads to answered prayer 

because of obedient living (3:21-22). 

  1. (vs. 21) A satisfied conscience, 

or condemning heart, leads to confidence before 

God: “Beloved, if our heart does not condemn us, 

we have confidence before God” 

(jAgaphtoiv [“dear, beloved…indicating a close 

relationship…Oft. in dir. address…mostly pl. dear 

friends”
32

] eja;n hJ kardiva ªhJmw'nº mh; kataginwvsk
h/ [“self–condemnation due to an exercise of 

heart”
33

] parrhsivan [“courage, confidence, 

boldness, fearlessness, esp. in the presence of 

persons of high rank…in relation to God…Here 

joyousness, confidence is the result or the 

accompaniment of faith”
34

; “from pas, all, rheµsis, 
speech…denotes…the absence of fear in speaking 

boldly; hence, confidence, cheerful courage, 

boldness, without any connection necessarily with 

speech; the R.V. has ‘boldness’”
35

; “In 1 John 

parrheµséŒa has the sense of openness toward 

God…which presupposes a good conscience, 

faith, and love {3:22-23}, and also the gift of the 
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Spirit {v. 24}”
36

] e[comen pro;" [“a marker of 

association, often with the implication of 

interrelationships - ‘with, before.’…‘we have 

confidence before God’”
37

; “w. the acc…denoting 

a hostile or friendly relationship…friendly to, 

toward, with, before”
38

] to;n qeovn). 

 This is a beautiful thing. Notice that John 

addresses his readers for the third time as 

“Beloved” (cf. 2:7; 3:2). Then he informed his 

readers that “if our heart does not condemn us,” 

that is, if it has been persuaded on the basis of the 

greatness and the knowledge of God, and 

subsequently silenced, then is follows that “we” 

can and will “have confidence (parrhsivan) before 

God,” or toward God, in all areas of life. The 

Greek word for confidence fundamentally means, 

“the absence of fear in speaking boldly; hence, 

confidence, cheerful courage, boldness, without 

any connection necessarily with speech.”
39

 So the 

picture is of a mature believer moving ahead with 

cheerful courage and boldness in his daily walk 

with God. His shortcomings do not indicate total 

failure in his Christian life and he knows it. His 

heart no longer condemns him. What joy! 

  2. (vs. 22) Such confidence leads to 

prayer actually being answered: “and whatever we 

ask we receive from Him, because we keep His 

commandments and do the things that are pleasing 

in His sight” (kai; o} eja;n aijtw'men [“to 

ask…frequently suggests the attitude of a 

suppliant, the petition of one who is lesser in 

position than he to whom the petition is made; 

e.g., in the case of men in asking something from 

God…With reference to petitioning God, this verb 

is found…in 1 John, five times”
40

; “ask, ask for, 

demand…w. acc. of the person or thing asked 

for”
41

; “In a number of contexts God is the one 

addressed and hence the appropriate equivalent in 

English would be ‘pray’”
42

] lambavnomen [“{more 

passively} receive, get, obtain…receive someth. 

from 
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someone”
43

] ajp! aujtou' o{ti ta;" ejntola;" [“of 

divine commandments gener…as they concern 

men”
44

; “The entolaéŒ are always related to the one 

entoleµ� of love…The sharper conflict with 

Gnosticism leads to a heavier stress on keeping 

God’s commandments {1 Jn. 2:3; 3:22; 5:3; 2 Jn. 

4}. True understanding of love for God must be 

opposed to mystical union, and love of God must 

be strictly related to love of the 

brethren.”
45

] aujtou' throu'men [“keep, observe, 

fulfill, pay attention to, esp. of law and 

teaching…ti; someth…ta;" ejntolav"”
46

; “to 

observe, to give heed to, as of keeping 

commandments”
47

; “A common thought is that of 

observing or keeping commandments etc…The 

Christian life as a fulfilling of God’s will is both a 

prerequisite of answers to prayer and a result of 

the Spirit’s working”
48

] kai; ta; ajresta; [“denotes 

pleasing, agreeable…‘{the things that are} 

pleasing,’ A.V., ‘{those things that} please’”
49

; 

“Meaning ‘acceptable’ or ‘pleasing,’ and denoting 

in the LXX what God {or a person} accepts as 

pleasing, this word is used for ‘pleasing’ to 

God…‘things pleasing to God’”
50

] ejnwvpion [“in 
the opinion or judgment of…As a rule…of qeov" or 

kuvrio"; so after 

ta; ajrestav”51
] aujtou' poiou'men [“active…do, 

make…of actions that one undertakes, of events or 

states of being that one brings about do, cause, 

bring about, accomplish, prepare etc…what is 

done is indicated by the neut. of an adj. or 

pron.”
52

; “Prayer is heard when what pleases God 

is done”
53

]). 

 Now the general confidence of the 

previous verse moves into the area of boldness in 

speech, specifically before God. That is because it 

was probably at the point of approaching God in 

prayer that our formerly condemning heart spoke 
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up most sharply, as if we should be expecting 

condemnation from God. But a condemning heart 

is not necessarily indicative of a condemning God. 

So with this new found confidence as a ground for 

faith, “whatever we ask we receive from Him.” Do 

we believe that? That is an illimitable statement. It 

is for that reason remarkable. But it is true. 

 John gave us two reasons why it is true. 

Reason number one is “because we keep His 

commandments,” that is, because we “observe, 

fulfill, pay attention to”
54

 or “give heed to”
55

 His 

commandments, whatever they are, which John 

beautifully says “are not burdensome” (1Jn. 5:3b). 

So the confident believers in view “are 

consciously subject to God’s will.”
56

 It follows 

also that, “To keep His commandments is to abide 

in Him.”
57

 Reason number two for illimitable 

answered prayer is simply that we, “do the things 

that are pleasing in His sight (ejnwvpion aujtou'),” or 

in God’s “opinion or judgment.”
58

 What is 

pleasing to God “pert. to” the things that are 

“satisfying”
59

 to Him or which make Him happy. 

This is to be a matter of prayer in its own right 

(Col. 1:10), as well as a matter of study (Eph. 

5:10). 

 C. Obedient believers abide in Jesus and 

He abides in them (3:23-24). 

  1. (vs. 23) Here we have the two 

commandments of God for us: “And this is His 

commandment, that we believe in the name of His 

Son Jesus Christ, and love one another, just as He 

commanded us” 

(Kai; au{th ejsti;n hJ ejntolh; aujtou' i{na [“Very 

oft. the final mng. is greatly weakened or 

disappears altogether. In this case the i{na—constr. 

serves…as a substitute for an inf. that supplements 

a verb, or an acc. w. inf……i{na can also take the 

place of the explanatory inf. after a 

demonstrative…This is a favorite usage in J”
60

; 

“The force of the appositional i{na is namely, that. 

Although not frequent, it is almost idiomatic of 
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Johannine literature.”
61

] pisteuvswmen [“believe 
{in}, trust of relig. belief in a special sense, as 

faith in the Divinity that lays special emphasis on 

trust in his power and his nearness to help, in 

addition to being convinced that he exists and that 

his revelations or disclosures are true. In our lit. 

God and Christ are objects of this faith. The obj. 

is…given…in the dat…believe in the name of the 

Son, i.e. believe in the Son and accept what his 

name proclaims him to be”
62

] tw'/ ojnovmati [“The 

‘name’ of Jesus Christ here stands for all that he 

is, ‘a compressed creed’ {Westcott}”
63

; “name, of 

proper names…in combination w. God and 

Jesus…in combination w. verbs…believe in the 

name of his son”
64

; “for all that a name implies, of 

authority, character, rank, majesty, power, 

excellence, etc., of everything that the name 

covers…of the Name of 

Christ”
65

] tou' uiJou' aujtou'  jIhsou' Cristou' [“as a 

personal name; the Gentiles must have understood 

Cristov" in this way {to them it seemed very much 

like Crhstov"…}…Very oft. in the epistles”
66

; 

“Divine sonship takes precedence 

here”
67

] kai; ajgapw'men [“love, cherish…of 

affection for persons…by human beings…to 

persons; w. obj. 

given…ajllhvlou"”
68

] ajllhvlou" kaqw;" e[dwken [“
give in the sense grant, bestow, impart…in many 

expr. in which the transl. is determined by the 

noun object…command, 

order”
69

] ejntolh;n [“Also aimed at Gnosticism is 

the relating of faith and the entoleµ� {1 Jn. 3:23} and 

the insistence that the commandments are not 

grievous {5:3}. The law does not pose a problem, 

as in Paul, for the entoleµ� is bound up with faith 

and the battle is against antinomian Gnosticism. 

There is no true gnosis without entoleµ� {1 Jn. 2:3-

4}, but there are no entolaéŒ without the entoleµ� 
linked to Jesus, and as in the Gospel, though less 
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explicitly, keeping the commandments is keeping 

the word.”
70

] hJmi'n). 

 Now John specifies for us what “His 

commandment” is. It is a two-fold commandment. 

First it is, “that we believe in the name of His Son 

Jesus Christ.” We should remember that the word 

“name” “stands for all that he is, ‘a compressed 

creed.’”
71

 It stands “for all that a name implies, of 

authority, character, rank, majesty, power, 

excellence, etc., of everything that the name 

covers.”
72

 So to believe in the “name” is to be in 

the “Son” Himself. It seems evident that John is 

not specifically referring to how to be saved here, 

notwithstanding what Dr. Constable says (He 

seems to waver in his first paragraph on the 

matter—and rightly so), so “the faith in Christ’s 

name which true Christian prayer involves”
73

 must 

be his main point. See Jn. 14:12-15.  

 The second cause of answered prayer here 

that we “love one another.” See 1Jn. 3:11b. Again, 

there is nothing new here for us. It is “just as He 

commanded us.” It’s not like we have a choice as 

believers in regard to this utterly fundamental 

issue. So ironically in this verse, “this is His 

commandment (to do) just as He commanded us.” 

  2. (vs. 24) There is a reciprocal 

abiding between the obedient believer and the 

Lord: “And the one who keeps His 

commandments abides in Him, and He in him. 

And we know by this that He abides in us, by the 

Spirit whom He has given us” 

(kai; oJ thrw'n [“keep, observe, fulfill, pay 

attention to, esp. of law and teaching {LXX} ti; 
someth.”

74
; “The Christian life as a fulfilling of 

God’s will is both a prerequisite of answers to 

prayer and a result of the Spirit’s 

working”
75

] ta;" ejntola;" aujtou' ejn [“of 

place…to indicate a very close connection…esp. 

in Paul. or Joh. usage, to designate a close 

personal relation…of Christ…and of 

Christians”
76

] aujtw'/ mevnei [“intr. remain, stay…a 
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pers. or thing remains where he or it is…fig., of 

someone who does not leave the realm or sphere 

in which he finds himself: remain, continue, 

abide…Of the Christians in their relationship to 

God…Of God in his relation to the Christians”
77

; 

“koinoµnéŒa is a favorite term in 1 John for the living 

bond that unites Christians. It begins as fellowship 

with the Father and the Son {1:3, 6} by an abiding 

that commences here and is fulfilled hereafter”
78

; 

“The verb menw…{to abide} expresses continual 

mystical fellowship between Christ and the 

believer”
79

] kai; aujto;" ejn [“In John and 1 John 

we have the en of religious fellowship, often 

with…meŒnein…Reciprocity is frequently 

stressed”
80

] aujtw'/ kai; ejn touvtw/ ginwvskomen [“k
now, come to know…w. o{ti foll…W. combination 

of two constr. 
ejn touvtw/ ginwvskomen o{ti mevnei ejn hJmi'n, ejk to
u' pneuvmato" by this we know that he remains in 

us, namely by the 

spirit”
81

] o{ti mevnei ejn hJmi'n ejk [“to denote 

origin, cause, motive, reason…of the source, fr. 

which someth. flows…information, insight, 

etc.”
82

] tou' pneuvmato" [“the spirit as that which 

differentiates God fr. everything that is not God, as 

the divine power that produces all divine 

existence, as the divine element in which all divine 

life is carried on, as the bearer of every application 

of the divine will. All those who belong to God 

possess or receive this spirit and hence have a 

share in his life. This spirit also serves to 

distinguish the Christians fr. all unbelievers”
83

; “In 

1 John the pneuŒma marks the great turning point 

of the ages; this consists of Christ’s abiding in his 

people”
84

] ou| hJmi'n e[dwken). 

 So “the one,” that is, the believer “who 

keeps His commandments abides in Him, and He 

in him.” Once again, we are familiar with 

everything here. We saw in 1Jn. 2:24b, that, “If 

what you heard from the beginning abides in you, 
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you also will abide in the Son and in the Father.” 

There is reciprocity there, though the personal 

aspect is stronger here. John will reiterate this very 

personal reciprocating abiding in 4:15, “Whoever 

confesses that Jesus is the Son of God, God abides 

in him, and he in God.” John has it in Jn. 6:56; 

“He who eats My flesh and drinks My blood 

abides in Me, and I in him.” The picture in our 

particular vs. 24 is one of the closest conceivable 

unity and oneness. It is this that should 

characterize every believer in his walk with God. 

How do you know that you abide in Him and He 

in you? Simply answer the question, “Do I keep 

His commandments,” that is, “Do I have a 

fundamental commitment to the truth of God’s 

word, to do what He says?” If so, this 

reciprocating abiding is true of you. 

 But there is another way to know as well in 

24b here: “And we know by this that He abides in 

us, by the Spirit whom He has given us.” 

Apparently believers know or are aware of the 

presence of the Spirit in their lives who 

subjectively works to verify that God abides in us 

in connection with the truth of His word (cf. 4:2). 

Now this portion of the verse is clearly transitional 

because John will extensively discuss the matter of 

the Spirit beginning in 4:1. 

 

III Conc.  

 In the introduction, we said some things 

that bear repeating. “Here we find two sources of 

confidence (1Jn. 3:19-20). Confidence leads to 

answered prayer because of obedient living (3:21-

22). Obedient believers abide in Jesus and He 

abides in them (3:23-24).” So we have tried to 

demonstrate those things in this message. 


